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ROTOZIP® INTRODUCES MULTIPURPOSE CUT-OFF SAW  
New ZipSaw combines the best of an angle grinder and jamb-saw into one 

 

MT. PROSPECT, Ill. (Oct. 1, 2010) – Recognizing the limitations of typical flush-cut saws and 

angle grinders, RotoZip® combined their best features to create a more powerful, purpose-built cut-off 

saw. Today the company introduced the new ZipSaw™, their most versatile saw yet.  

Using input from remodelers and tile installers, RotoZip optimized the ergonomics for cutting 

rather than grinding. Although the ZipSaw features a 7-amp grinder motor and drivetrain, it is specially 

designed for cut-offs. For superior control, the ZipSaw’s slim, ergonomically designed body features a 

front grip area and side-assist handle. A soft grip helps to ensure user comfort while built-in dust 

collection reduces airborne debris for a cleaner work area and improved visibility. This is especially 

helpful when removing old grout from bathrooms. 

The ZipSaw’s range of compatible accessories makes for an extremely versatile tool. Its 

universal wheel flanges are compatible with all RotoZip wheels as well as standard 4-inch grinder 

wheels. Pair the ZipSaw with XWHEELS™ or Zip® Wheels, and you can tackle straight, curved or 

notched cuts in a variety of materials, including tile, wood and metal. Whether making tile cutouts for 

toilet flanges and drains, or flush cuts in baseboard and doorjambs, with XWHEELS the ZipSaw 

delivers a fast cut with better accuracy than traditional tools.  

Unlike single-purpose tools, the new ZipSaw is outfitted to handle multiple applications, making 

it a quick solution to challenging installation and tile projects. For example, installing new flooring often 

entails adjusting the height of existing baseboards or doorjambs. The ZipSaw system allows users to 

simply flush cut them in place, instead of removing them and repositioning them. 

 Cutting floor tile usually requires multiple tools (e.g., wet saws for straight cuts and nippers for 

curves). It can be a slow and messy process, but with the ZipSaw tool and a tile XWHEEL accessory, 

users can make cuts as they’re needed, quickly and accurately. Just plunge and cut or begin cutting 

from the edge of the work piece. 

Other features of the new ZipSaw include: a slide switch with lock-on, replaceable motor 

brushes and a removable flush-cut guard with quick-adjust.  



 
The ZipSaw retails for $100 and will be available nationwide beginning Nov. 8 at major home 

centers and industrial supply houses. The ZipSaw will be sold in a kit that contains the following items: 

 RFS1000 ZipSaw 

 Dust-Collection Kit 

 Auxiliary handle 

 2 wrenches 

 Universal flanges 

 1 Wood XWHEEL and 1 Tile Zip®Wheel OR 1 Tile XWHEEL 

 

About ROTOZIP®: 

ROTOZIP® was founded in 1972 when a professional drywall contractor sought a better, faster way to 

cut drywall. Focused on saving time and money while improving his results, this single vision soon 

spawned a complete line of high-performance professional tools, accessories and attachments for  

cutting a wide variety of building materials. Today, ROTOZIP continues to build upon the same strong 

foundation established more than two decades ago as the world’s No. 1 Spiral Saw® system. For more 

information, visit www.ROTOZIP.com or call 877-ROTOZIP. 
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